
 

Alternate mechanism of species formation
picks up support, thanks to a South
American ant
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A queen ant of the host species Mycocepurus goeldii. Credit: Scott Solomon

A newly-discovered species of ant supports a controversial theory of
species formation. The ant, known to live only under a single eucalyptus
tree on the São Paulo State University campus in Brazil, branched off
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from its original species while living in the same colony, something
thought rare in current models of evolutionary development.

"Most new species come about in geographic isolation," said Christian
Rabeling, assistant professor of biology at the University of Rochester.
"We now have evidence that speciation can take place within a single
colony."

The findings by Rabeling and the research team were published today in
the journal Current Biology.

In discovering the parasitic Mycocepurus castrator, Rabeling and his
colleagues uncovered an example of a still-controversial theory known as
sympatric speciation, which occurs when a new species develops while
sharing the same geographic area with its parent species, yet reproducing
on its own."While sympatric speciation is more difficult to prove," said
Rabeling, "we believe we are in the process of actually documenting a
particular kind of evolution-in-progress."

New species are formed when its members are no longer able to
reproduce with members of the parent species. The commonly-accepted
mechanism is called allopatric speciation, in which geographic
barriers—such as mountains—separate members of a group, causing
them to evolve independently.
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A queen ant of the parasitic species Mycocepurus castrator. Credit: Scott
Solomon

"Since Darwin's Origin of Species, evolutionary biologists have long
debated whether two species can evolve from a common ancestor
without being geographically isolated from each other," said Ted
Schultz, curator of ants at the Smithsonian's National Museum of
Natural History and co-author of the study. "With this study, we offer a
compelling case for sympatric evolution that will open new
conversations in the debate about speciation in these ants, social insects
and evolutionary biology more generally." M. castrator is not simply
another ant in the colony; it's a parasite that lives with—and off of—its 
host, Mycocepurus goeldii. The host is a fungus-growing ant that
cultivates fungus for its nutritional value, both for itself and, indirectly,
for its parasite, which does not participate in the work of growing the
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fungus garden. That led the researchers to study the genetic relationships
of all fungus-growing ants in South America, including all 11 known
species of the genus Mycocepurus, to determine whether the parasite did
evolve from its presumed host. They found that the parasitic ants were,
indeed, genetically very close to M. goeldii, but not to the other ant
species.

They also determined that the parasitic ants were no longer
reproductively compatible with the host ants—making them a unique
species—and had stopped reproducing with their host a mere 37,000
years ago—a very short period on the evolutionary scale.

A big clue for the research team was found by comparing the ants' genes,
both in the cell's nucleus as well as in the mitochondria—the energy-
producing structures in the cells. Genes are made of units called
nucleotides, and Rabeling found that the sequencing of those nucleotides
in the mitochondria is beginning to look different from what is found in
the host ants, but that the genes in the nucleus still have traces of the
relationship between host and parasite, leading him to conclude that M.
castrator has begun to evolve away from its host.

Rabeling explained that just comparing some nuclear and mitochondrial
genes may not be enough to demonstrate that the parasitic ants are a
completely new species. "We are now sequencing the entire
mitochondrial and nuclear genomes of these parasitic ants and their host
in an effort to confirm speciation."

The parasitic ants need to exercise discretion because taking advantage
of the host species is considered taboo in ant society. Offending ants
have been known to be killed by worker mobs. As a result, the parasitic
queen of the new species has evolved into a smaller size, making them
difficult to distinguish from a host worker.
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Host queens and males reproduce in an aerial ceremony only during a
particular season when it begins to rain. Rabeling found that the parasitic
queens and males, needing to be more discreet about their reproductive
activities, ignore seasonal cues. By needing to hide their parasitic
identity, M. castrator males and females lost their special adaptations
that allowed them to reproduce in flight, making it impossible for them
to sexually interact with their host species.
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